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From the moment you stroll through Villa Mana's imposing wooden door and pass the waterfall
murmuring softly in the entranceway the outside world is banished by what can only be described as
your own private five‐star resort. This isn't your typical villa. This is the kind of place you come to with
your best mates when you have something monumental to celebrate; perhaps an Oscar win, or a record
deal.

Indoors, darkly elegant wood beams soar skywards and blend perfectly with gigantic sliding glass and
mirrors to create a very decadent old Hollywood feel. Trees rise majestically through the polished stone
flooring and creepers hang down from the massive rooftop deck, enhancing the sense of living within a
magical forest.
Everything from the lofty ceilings to the gargantuan bathrooms and scattered vases are oversized ‐ but
always in the most tasteful way. The open‐plan kitchen and sprawling lounge lead to beautifully
manicured gardens and a breathtaking infinity pool that's sizable enough for a game of water polo. If the
panoramic rice‐paddy views seem almost too surreal, then the football pitch‐size lawn (complete with
goal posts) is going to blow you away. Cosy seats are hidden in every nook ‐ even built into the rocky
landscape ‐ perfect for secret trysts to gaze at the sunset spectacular that Bali performs so beautifully
almost daily.
With half a dozen luxury bedroom suites on two levels (all kings except a kids twin), a vast state‐of the‐
art entertainment room with projector screen and sound system, a rooftop TV room and study, plus a
nanny suite ‐ not to mention a dozen or so discreet staff on hand to do your bidding ‐ you can bring your
entourage here and party like a rock star.
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